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In this study, the onset of cellular structure on oblique detonation surfaces is
investigated numerically using a one-step irreversible Arrhenius reaction kinetic
model. Two types of oblique detonations are observed from the simulations. One is
weakly unstable characterized by the existence of a planar surface, and the other is
strongly unstable characterized by the immediate formation of the cellular structure.
It is found that a high degree of overdrive suppresses the formation of cellular
structures as confirmed by the results of many previous studies. However, the present
investigation demonstrates that cellular structures also appear with degree of overdrive
of 2.06 and 2.37, values much higher than ∼1.8 suggested previously in the literature
for the critical value defining the instability boundary of oblique detonations. This
contradiction could be explained by the use of differently shaped walls, a straight
wall used in this study and a custom-designed curved wedge system so as to induce
straight oblique detonations in previous studies. Another possible reason could be due
to the low and possibly insufficient resolution used in previously published studies.
Hence, simulations with different grid sizes are also performed to examine the effect
of resolution on the numerical solutions. Using the present results, analysis also
shows that although the characteristic lengths of unstable surfaces are different when
the incident Mach number changes, these length scales are proportional to tangential
velocities. Hence, the interior time determined by the overdrive degree is identified,
and its limitation as the instability parameter is discussed.
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1. Introduction
Detonation waves have been studied for many years due to their potential

applications in hypersonic propulsion systems, see Kailasanath (2003) and Roy et al.
(2004). Among the potential applications is the use of oblique detonation wave in
continuous detonation wave engines and ram accelerators (Nettleton 2000). However,
there remain several challenges in the development of oblique detonation-based
propulsion systems, among which is the required formation of a stationary oblique
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structure in a supersonic flow. Hence, it is still of great interest to study the basic
structure of oblique detonation waves in order to further develop its application.

In early research, the oblique detonation wave analysis was simplified into an
oblique shock wave followed by an instantaneous post-shock heat release. Later
in the numerical simulation performed by Li, Kailasanath & Oran (1994), the
multidimensional oblique detonation structure was found to be composed of a
non-reactive oblique shock, an induction region, a set of deflagration waves and an
oblique detonation surface. The onset or transition of the oblique detonation originates
abruptly from the location of this multiwave configuration (λ structure) in the vicinity
of the wedge beginning. This structure was verified experimentally by Viguier,
Figueira da Silva, Desbordes & Deshaies (1997), and most work later focuses on the
characteristics of this kind of structure, e.g. Fusina, Sislian & Parent (2005) and Choi,
Shin & Jeung (2009). However, the work by Vlasenko & Sabelnikov (1995) pointed
out that the shock to detonation transition may occur smoothly by an arc shock,
rather than occurring in a multiwave interaction point. In addition, Papalexandris
(2000) demonstrated that wedge angles may influence the transition type. Figueira da
Silva & Deshaies (2000) studied the transition distance, and indicated that the smooth
transition appeared when the induction time became trivial in total chemical reaction
time. Recently, Teng & Jiang (2012) compared results with various chemical and gas
dynamic parameters, and demonstrated that the transition type was controlled by the
difference of oblique shock and detonation angles.

Aforementioned studies have focused mainly on the shock to detonation transition,
i.e. how the oblique detonation initiates. However, the study on the oblique detonation
surface, i.e. how the cellular detonation structures form and evolve, has not been
studied systemically. Cellular surfaces with triple points are observed on the oblique
detonations experimentally by Viguier, Gourara, Desbordes & Deshaies (1999). In
numerical simulation, combustible mixtures with large value of activation energy
are found to be more susceptible to triple point formation (Papalexandris 2000).
Choi, Kim, Jeung, Ma & Yang (2007) show some small-scale structures with several
activation energies, and their result indicates that these structures cannot be captured
without enough numerical resolution. However, the above-mentioned cellular structures
are featured mainly by a single group of triple points travelling upstream, different
from normal detonations with one pair of triple points travelling in opposite direction.
Recently, another group of triple points is revealed in the case when a detonation
wave extends long enough downstream, see, for instance, Gui, Fan & Dong (2011)
and Verreault, Higgins & Stowe (2013).

Although recent studies draw a parallel between the oblique and normal detonation
cellular structures, it remains unclear whether oblique detonations have similar
instability characteristics as normal detonations. Oblique detonations are overdriven
and, hence, Grismer & Powers (1996) introduced the overdrive degree as one
controlling parameter to define stability boundaries for oblique detonations. Using the
two-dimensional reactive Euler model with a custom-designed curved wedge so as
to induce a straight shock with a formally irrotational downstream flow field, their
computational study predicted both steady and unsteady oblique detonation solutions
when the overdrive factor was varied. Their results show that a high overdrive degree
suppresses the oblique detonation instability, similar to normal detonations (Ng &
Zhang 2012). In contrast, Choi et al. (2007) studied the oblique detonation with
different values of activation energy, and observed unstable surfaces even when the
degree of overdrive is very high. More recently, Verreault et al. (2013) studied in
more detail the structure of oblique detonation waves induced by a single- and
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double-slanted wedge using both computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the steady
method of characteristics (MoC) (Verreault, Higgins & Stowe 2012). From the MoC
results, they showed that there exists a specific wedge angle (or degree of overdrive)
that separates the case where the oblique detonation structure is planar in the far field
from the case where the oblique shock strength continuously oscillates. They found
the critical overdrive degree required to suppress this oscillation was just slightly
higher than that of one-dimensional normal pulsating detonations (Lee & Stewart
1990; Bourlioux, Majda & Roytburd 1991; Sharpe 1997). Despite the fact that the
overdrive degree provides a key parameter, it is still unclear how the oblique surface
becomes unstable, and what causes the discrepancy of the stability boundary of
overdrive between the oblique and normal detonations.

In this study, the formation and evolution of cellular oblique detonation structures
are investigated using numerical simulations. In the literature, contradictions appear
between numerical results obtained by different researchers. One of the possible
reasons is perhaps due to the use of inadequate numerical resolution. Hence, an
alternative numerical procedure is proposed in this study to ensure that the same
level of grid resolution is obtained for different cases with different conditions,
i.e. the degree of overdrive. This is achieved by calibrating the pre-exponential
factor in the one-step reaction model to adjust the length scale of the corresponding
overdriven detonation according to a prespecified resolution. A resolution study is
also performed to verify the chosen resolution for sufficient numerical accuracy. The
effect of overdrive on the dynamics of oblique detonations is then analysed by varying
the wedge angle and incident Mach number. In this work, an interior time scale is
proposed to characterize the instability. Its limitation as the instability parameter is
also discussed.

2. Numerical methods
A schematic of the oblique detonation wave induced by the wedge in a combustible

gas mixture is shown in figure 1. An oblique shock wave forms first and subsequently,
if the post-shock temperature is sufficiently high, an exothermic chemical reaction is
initiated and induces an oblique detonation. For convenience, the coordinate is rotated
to the direction along the wedge surface, and simulations are carried out in the
region enclosed by the dashed line. Similar to previous numerical studies on oblique
detonations (Li, Kailasanath & Oran 1993; Grismer & Powers 1996; Papalexandris
2000; Choi et al. 2007; Gui et al. 2011; Teng & Jiang 2012; Verreault et al. 2013),
the present study is also based on the inviscid assumption. In the present study,
non-dimensional Euler equations with one-step irreversible Arrhenius kinetic model
are used as the governing equations, i.e.

∂U

∂t
+ ∂F

∂x
+ ∂G

∂y
+ S = 0, (2.1)
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p= ρT, (2.4)

ω̇= k(1− λ) exp
(
−Ea

T

)
, (2.5)

where ρ,u, v,p, e denote the density, velocities in x- and y-direction, pressure and total
energy, respectively. For the chemical reaction, λ is the reaction progress variable and
q is the amount of heat release. The reaction is controlled by the activation energy Ea
and pre-exponential factor k. The latter is chosen to define the spatial and temporal
scales. In this study, the dimensionless parameters are fixed with the values q = 50,
Ea= 50 and γ = 1.20 often used in previous studies of both oblique and normal one-
dimensional pulsating detonations (Bourlioux & Majda 1992; Grismer & Powers 1996;
Short & Stewart 1998; Papalexandris 2000; Verreault et al. 2013). The governing
equations are discretized on Cartesian orthogonal uniform grids and solved with the
MUSCL-Hancock scheme with Strang’s splitting. The MUSCL-Hancock scheme is
formally a second-order extension to the Godunov’s first-order upwind method by
constructing the Riemann problem on the inter-cell boundary. For one spatial direction,
the reconstruction has the following form:
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 (2.6)

and these advanced values are then used as the input for a Riemann solver at each
cell interface. The scheme is made total variation diminishing (TVD) with the use
of slope limiter MINBEE, which reduces the spatial accuracy to at most first-order
to prevent non-physical oscillations. In this study, the HLLC solver is used for the
Riemann problem. For more details about the scheme and solver, see Toro (1999).
It is worth mentioning that for simulations of compressible flow with discontinuities
using shock-capturing numerical schemes, convergence rates are often found to be at
most first order, even if nominally high-order methods are used in smooth regions of
the flow (Carpenter & Casper 1992; Yamaleev & Carpenter 1995; Henrick, Aslam &
Powers 2005). To achieve global high accuracy (or convergence rate) of numerical
methods, higher-order schemes combined with shock-fitting technique are being
developed so as to avoid the corrupting influences of numerical viscosity introduced
in common shock-capturing methods (e.g. Henrick, Aslam & Powers 2006; Rawat
& Zhong 2010). Nevertheless, the application of shock-fitted methods for highly
compressible flows with complex shock topologies remains technically challenging.
Hence, shock-capturing schemes are still widely used for simulating detonation flows.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characteristics of oblique detonation surfaces

Owing to the fact that oblique detonation is generally overdriven, there are essentially
two challenges introduced in its numerical simulation. First, it is difficult to guarantee
enough numerical grids if the resolution is specified in the reaction zone of an
unsupported Zel’dovich–von Neumann–Döring (ZND) detonation. For example, when
a ZND detonation becomes overdriven with an overdrive degree of 1.59, the grid
resolution in the half-reaction zone changes from 128 to 13 (Verreault et al. 2013).
As a result, the actual resolution used in the oblique detonation simulation should
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of wedge-induced oblique detonations in the combustible gas
mixtures.

be defined relative to the corresponding overdriven detonation. On a computational
domain with a fixed number of Cartesian grids, the spatial resolution is dependent
on the pre-exponential factor k of the reaction model. Moreover, the variation of
wedge angle or incident Mach number induces a different overdrive degree, which
in turn changes the spatial scale. Hence, results with the same k have actually
different resolutions. In this study, a computationally feasible domain of 5000 grid
points in the x direction and 700–1000 grid points in the y direction is used. Unless
specified, a fixed grid size of 0.010 was chosen in both x and y directions so that the
computational domain is sufficiently large to capture the entire flow field of interest.
The pre-exponential factor k is adjusted to obtain the reaction scale so as to give a
numerical resolution of 20 points in the half-reaction zone l1/2 (i.e. location where
the reaction progress variable λ = 0.5) of the corresponding overdriven detonation
on the same grid domain for all simulation cases. To obtain the overdrive degree,
the oblique detonation angle β needs to be first calculated given the incident Mach
number M and wedge angle θ , whose implicit form derives from the detonation shock
polar relation:

tan β
tan(β − θ) =

(γ + 1)M2 sin2 β

γM2 sin2 β + 1−
√
(M2 sin2 β − 1)2 − 2(γ 2 − 1)M2 sin2 β · q

. (3.1)

The corresponding overdrive degree is defined by

f =
(

M sin β
MCJ

)2

, (3.2)

where MCJ denotes the Mach number of the Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) detonation for
a given q and γ . The steady overdriven ZND structure with the overdrive degree f
calculated in (3.2) is then computed to determine the value of the pre-exponential
factor k of the reaction model so that the chemical length scale l1/2 is covered with
the chosen number of grids. The final k can then be used in initializing the unsteady
oblique detonation simulation.

It is worth noting that a resolution of 20 points per half reaction zone length, l1/2,
of the detonation wave is often suggested as a minimum to capture the longitudinal
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instability in one-dimensional pulsating detonations. This applies to cases with a high
degree of overdrive factor or moderate activation energy; or when seeking only a
reasonable estimation of the stability boundary using numerical simulations (Grismer
& Powers 1996; Bourlioux et al. 1991; Sharpe & Falle 1999; Hwang et al. 2000).
For sufficiently regular detonation cells as for the case with high degree of overdrive,
Bourlioux & Majda (1992) simulated detonation cells using a similar grid resolution
of about 20 points/l1/2 and agreement was obtained between computed detonation cell
sizes and predictions from stability theories. The later work by Choi, Ma & Yang
(2008) also performed a parametric study and proposed a general rule for simulating
moderately unstable detonation that the detonation cell structure can be properly
resolved if a minimum of five grid points are included in the heat-release zone of
the corresponding steady ZND detonation wave. On the other hand, Sharpe & Quirk
(2008) found in their resolution study of weakly unstable detonations with regular
cells that the resolution of 32 points/l1/2 is sufficient for the cellular dynamics and
size to be grid independent. These situations closely resemble the conditions of the
present investigation. Based on these studies, a numerical resolution of 20 grids/l1/2
of the corresponding overdriven detonation is therefore considered in this work to
investigate the unstable behaviour of the oblique detonation waves. Although this
grid resolution is higher than has generally been used in previous papers on oblique
detonation simulations, a resolution study is required in order to verify the resolution
required to obtain acceptably converged results. Results of this resolution study will
be discussed in a later section.

Figure 2(a–c) show the temperature contours of oblique detonation waves with
different overdrive degrees, induced by the wedge angle θ = 30, 27 and 24◦,
respectively. In the simulations, inflow conditions are fixed at the free-stream values in
both the left and upper boundaries of the domain. Outflow conditions are extrapolated
from the interior are implemented on the right and lower boundaries before the wedge.
Slip boundary conditions are used on the wedge surface, which starts from x = 0.1
on the lower boundary. Initially the whole flow field has uniform density, velocity
and pressure, which are calculated according to the incident Mach number M and
wedge angle θ .

Numerical results show that there are significant differences on the detonation
surface depending on the initial and mixture conditions. With high overdrive degree
of 2.37, the surface of the oblique detonation is smooth before x= 40.0. We observe
the onset of disturbance after x = 40.0 and the first clear triple point formation
around x = 48.0. In contrast, with lower degree of overdrive f = 2.06 the oblique
detonation surface becomes unstable earlier approximately at x = 43.0. Despite the
same computation region, we can observe more triple points in figure 2(b) than
figure 2(a), demonstrating the high overdrive degree suppresses the formation of
cellular structures. This is illustrated further in figure 2(c), whose surface becomes
rapidly cellular with overdrive degree of 1.77. Different from the last two cases, there
is no existence of a smooth surface. This data suggests that oblique detonations are
stable with large value of f and unstable with the decrease of the overdrive parameter.
These results are in agreement with previous conclusions (He & Lee 1995; Choi et al.
2007; Verreault et al. 2013). We observe, however, that the initially smooth surface
eventually becomes unstable with f = 2.06 and 2.37. In other words, instability is
manifested and the onset of cellular structures is eventually observed also in these
cases of overdrive degrees above 2.0. This result differs from the previous studies,
which suggest the overdrive degree for the stability boundary is just slightly below
1.8, a value close to the stability boundary for one-dimensional normal detonation
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FIGURE 2. Temperature flow fields of oblique detonations with M = 15 and different
overdrive degrees: (a) θ = 30◦, f = 2.37; (b) θ = 27◦, f = 2.06; (c) θ = 24◦, f = 1.77.

(i.e. f = 1.73) (Grismer & Powers 1996; Verreault et al. 2013). A possible explanation
of this difference could originate from the wedge shape used by different researchers
resulting in different types of initial disturbance near the wall. For instance, in
Grismer & Powers (1996), a custom-designed curved wall shape was considered so
as to ensure that in the steady-state limit a straight oblique detonation is attached to
the curved wedge and that the downstream flow is formally irrotational. In the present
study, a simple straight wedge is used for the simulation resulting in a curved shock
for the oblique detonation. Vorticity is generated as a result of the shock curvature
and advected in a layer near the straight wall surface. This additional vorticity field
in a curved oblique detonation induced by a straight wedge may indeed provide
a possible reason that affects the stability characteristics of the oblique detonation
surface.

In fact, it is not surprising to see that oblique detonations may be unstable at
an overdrive f higher than ∼1.8 previously suggested as the stability boundary
for oblique detonation waves. It is worth noting that the result of this study is
in fact in agreement with the two-dimensional linear stability analysis of normal
cellular detonations. For instance, using the normal-mode analysis approach, Short &
Stewart (1998) show that even at high degree of overdrive f , i.e. a value larger than
stability limit of f = 1.73 above which the one-dimensional longitudinal instability
is suppressed, a finite band of two-dimensional instability can still persist. For
moderate heat release values, increases in detonation overdrive f cannot guarantee
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FIGURE 3. Temperature flow fields of oblique detonations with M = 15 and different
overdrive degrees: (a) θ = 33◦, f = 2.71; (b) θ = 36◦, f = 3.07.

stability of the steady detonation wave to transverse linear disturbances, which can be
excited to originate the detonation cell formation (Short & Stewart 1998). Numerical
simulations also demonstrate that with sufficient resolution, regular detonation cells
can still emerge at very high overdrive (Bourlioux & Majda 1992).

In order to confirm whether a neutral stability boundary can be obtained, the
overdrive f is further increased to 2.71 and 3.07 by using a wedge angle of 33 and
36◦, respectively. Figure 3 shows the results of these very high degrees of overdrive.
It is important to note that for these simulation results the width of the computational
domain was increased twofold. Clearly, for both cases, the unstable surface eventually
emerges at a later distance. It must be noted that without considering a larger
computational width, the unstable surface may not be revealed.

Making again an inference from the study of Short & Stewart (1998) and as
evidenced by these results of very high degrees of overdrive shown in figure 3, it is
in fact unlikely that a stability boundary can be identified for the present mixture. It
may thus be inappropriate to conclude a general neutral stability boundary of oblique
detonation waves for this present mixture of interest to be around f ∼ 1.77–1.79 close
to the one-dimensional neutral stability boundary of pulsating detonations. The present
study shows that, in agreement with the related linear analysis of gaseous cellular
detonations (Short & Stewart 1998), the limit f � 1 for the present mixture Ea = 50,
Q = 50 and γ = 1.2 is insufficient in itself to render the detonation stable to two
dimensional linear disturbances. It may be worth noting that, although neutral stability
boundaries of oblique detonations have previously been shown computationally to
exist for cases of a straight shock attached to a curved wedge with irrotational flow,
and also with mixtures with sufficiently small or zero-activation energy limit and small
heat of reaction for which the governing equations are more amenable to analytic
solution (e.g. Powers & Aslam 2006), one should carefully consider the very long
time detonation evolution combined with a very high resolution to numerically obtain
the stability boundary. Such a computation remains computationally challenging.
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3.2. Resolution study
In order to clarify the effect of numerical grid resolution, detonation simulations
with different grid sizes are carried out using the same initial and mixture conditions.
For instance, figure 4 shows the results with overdrive f = 2.06 and four different
grids of 0.080, 0.040, 0.020 and 0.005, equivalent to 2, 5, 10 and 40 points per
l1/2, respectively. Using a grid size above 0.040, the surface is relatively smooth
and any disturbance is hardly noticeable. By reducing the grid scale from 0.040, the
disturbance starts to emerge. The result with the smallest grid size of 0.005 shows
similar phenomenon as illustrated in figure 4(c), although the detailed structure cannot
be compared directly due to the randomness of the disturbances. Generally a grid
size of 0.020 is sufficient to produce reasonably resolved results, and the difference
with further decrease of grid size is hard to distinguish in the flow field. Hence,
this resolution study confirms a grid size of 0.010 (i.e. a resolution of 20 points/l1/2)
used in this investigation should provide reasonably converged results to support the
observation discussed in § 3.1.

For the investigation of unstable detonations, a more strict requirement in terms of
numerical accuracy may be necessary. Therefore, the variation of reaction zone length
as a function of x position is used as a way to compare the flow fields obtained
with different grid sizes and, hence, to analyse the effect of numerical resolution.
The reaction zone length is defined as the length between the location of λ = 0.05–
0.95, along the line parallel with the y-axis. Equivalently, this value represents the
projection of real reaction zone length on the vertical direction. Using this approach,
the disturbance of reaction zone can be magnified considerably.

Figure 5 shows the reaction zone length with different grid sizes. All profiles almost
overlap together, except two regions where significant differences can be observed.
The first region corresponds to the onset of instability leading to the formation of
cellular structure, starting from approximately x = 30; and the second region is the
shock to detonation transition occurring between x = 10 and 20. In the first region,
with sufficient resolution the cellular structure evolves from random disturbances. It is
observed that for the lowest grid size of 0.080 considered in this test, no noticeable
unstable behaviour is revealed. However, the use of this very coarse grid gives rise
to spurious small oscillations at the beginning after the shock to detonation transition
which gradually damp out. These high-frequency oscillations are absent for higher
grid resolutions and thus, should not be interpreted as physical characteristics of the
phenomenon. For all other grid size cases, the origin of unstable behaviour is located
almost at the same position except for the lowest grid size of 0.040. It is noticed that
the grid size of 0.010 has the smallest average amplitude compared with the grids
sizes of 0.020 and 0.005. Due to the random disturbances in this strongly nonlinear
system, we cannot yet interpret its mechanism. However, these results demonstrate
that the formation of the unstable detonation surfaces is independent of the grid,
provided sufficient resolution is used. In the second region the reaction can also be
very sensitive to the numerical resolution due to the high-temperature flow fields.
Nevertheless, it is observed that the profiles with grid size of 0.020 are already very
close to the profiles with even finer grids, and the profiles with grid sizes of 0.010
and 0.005 are almost the same.

Considering the above resolution study, all subsequent simulations are therefore
fixed with the grid size of 0.010 to investigate the unstable surface of oblique
detonations. In fact, the present resolution study is helpful to understand why the
instability boundary is found in previous studies at lower degree of overdrive. For
example, in the study by Verreault et al. (2013), only about 13 grids are used in the
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FIGURE 4. Temperature flow fields of oblique detonations with M = 15 and overdrive
degrees f = 2.06: (a) grid 0.080; (b) grid 0.040; (c) grid 0.020; (d) grid 0.005.
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half reaction zone length of the corresponding overdriven detonation when θ = 24◦,
and one can deduce that there are much less grids when θ rises without either
adjusting the pre-exponential factors k or reducing the grid size for finer spatial
scales. A poor grid resolution may induce numerical smearing which suppresses the
development of instability and delay the cellular structure formation. In this study,
a higher resolution is considered by using the grid size of 0.010 and adjusting the
pre-exponential factor k in the reaction model as to give a resolution of 20 grids in
the half reaction zone of the overdriven detonation. The equivalent resolutions for a
normal CJ detonation are 298 grids in half reaction zone length for the case with
θ = 24◦ and f = 1.77, while 806 grids are obtained for θ = 30◦ and f = 2.37. Thus, one
must be careful on how to properly define and interpret a sufficient spatial resolution
as demonstrated by this large grid resolution difference between CJ detonations and
oblique overdriven detonations.

3.3. Analysis of the reaction zone length
Figure 6 shows the profiles of reaction zone length in different cases, corresponding
to the flow fields shown in figure 2. The profiles are similar at the initial stage,
but different from each other after x = 20.0. Initially the reaction length rises, and
subsequently reaches its maximum value before the shock to detonation transition.
The transition makes this length scale decrease rapidly to the minimum value, but
shortly after it increases again in a gradual manner. For the case of high overdrive
degree of 2.37, the reaction zone length reaches approximately a constant value
and then disturbances begin to manifest to form large oscillations, see figure 6(a).
With moderate overdrive degree of 2.06, the reaction zone length varies first with
a low-frequency oscillation and subsequently embedded with higher-frequency
disturbances. Finally with low overdrive degree 1.77, the oscillations appear just
after the shock to detonation transition and the oscillations appear to be around
an average value of the reaction length. We must stress here these oscillations are
physical rather than numerical, extracted from the flow field shown in figure 2.
These may seem like profiles resulting from numerical artifacts, however, it is worth
pointing out that the flow field in the x direction is indeed compressed dramatically.
Comparing these three profiles shown in figure 6, a significant difference in the third
one from the other two can be seen. The profile becomes cellular immediately after
the shock to detonation transition, and so there is no smooth surface on the oblique
detonation. In general, two types of oblique detonations are observed, i.e. one is
weakly unstable characterized by the existence of a planar smooth surface, while the
other is unstable characterized by immediate manifestation of instability leading to
the formation of a cellular structure.

It is interesting to note that even for weakly unstable detonation, the cellular
structure is found to be non-stationary or unsteady. The length profiles shown in
figures 2 and 6 correspond to a snapshot at a non-dimensional time of 8.52. Figure 7
shows profiles with f = 2.06 at four earlier time instances with an almost identical
time-step increment. Small disturbances come from the upstream, and then amplify
in the region behind the crest point. However, defining the point of origin where
the length becomes unstable is impossible. The oscillation appears to be random and
difficult to predict, similar to cellular structure evolution in normal detonations.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the cellular detonation structure at a longer time,
from t= 5.0–20.0. At the initial transient, the chemical reaction occurs on the wedge,
and then the deflection angle of the oblique detonation rises gradually. The oblique
detonation reaches its final position before t = 5.0, and at this time the cellular
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FIGURE 7. Unstationary length of reaction zone with M = 15 and f = 2.06.

structures have also appeared on the surface, as shown in figure 8(a). It is found that
these cellular structures developed from the frontal instabilities continue to generate
and travel downstream outside the computational domain. In the present simulation,
there is no sign of decaying of these instabilities features even until a much later
computational time of t= 20.0.

3.4. Discussion on a stability length
The aforementioned results show that the oblique surface becomes unstable due to
the amplification of disturbances originating upstream, so that the incident Mach
number M may influence the destabilizing process. Previous study also demonstrated
that detonations become unstable when M decreases at a given fixed wedge angle
(Figueira da Silva & Deshaies 2000). However, this conjecture is derived from the
consideration of the corresponding change in overdrive degree f , and it is still unclear
how the incident Mach number M influences the destabilizing process given a fixed
overdrive degree f . To fix the overdrive degree f while varying the incident number
M, the wedge angle θ must be adjusted. In order to start the numerical simulation,
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FIGURE 8. Temperature flow fields of cellular structures with M = 15 and f = 2.06:
(a) t= 5.00; (b) t= 10.0; (c) t= 15.0; (d) t= 20.0.

the oblique detonation angle β is first computed according to (3.2), and then the
wedge angle θ is obtained according to (3.1). The incident Mach number M and
the deduced wedge angle θ are thus used to study the effect of incoming flow with
different Mach numbers at a given overdrive degree f .

Figure 9 shows the reaction zone length with different incident Mach numbers
M in the case of f = 2.06. These reaction zone length profiles are similar to those
shown earlier in figure 6(b). In each case, there is an initial increase in the reaction
length, which then decreases after the shock to detonation transition. The subsequent
relaxation induces one crest, and the disturbances always manifest and amplify
behind the crest. Once again, it is difficult to define the exact location of the onset of
instability due to the unsteady nature of the structure. Nevertheless, the crest created
after the shock to detonation transition can be used as an internal length scale for
instability. In fact, it is worth noting that the crest also exists with large overdrive
f = 2.37 as shown in figure 6(a), although the successive decrease is very weak.
Therefore, it is possible to introduce a characteristic stability length L′, defined as the
length from the trough to the crest, as indicated in figure 6(b). Projecting this length
L′ to the oblique wave direction, the stability length L along the surface becomes

L= L′

cos(β − θ) . (3.3)

This length is used here to evaluate the surface instability approximately. Using the
same overdrive degree 2.06, L is not a constant, but increases with incident Mach
number M. Further analysis shows that this length is not only dependent on incident
Mach number M, but also scaled with the tangential velocity. For instance, figure 10
shows this defined stability length L as a function of tangential velocity, calculated
by U = U0 cos β with U0 as the incident velocity. The stability length is found to
be proportional to the tangential velocity, with the slope value equal to 0.73 ± 0.01.
This demonstrates that the tangential velocity with respect to an oblique detonation is
a convective velocity, which only changes the position of unstable surface formation.
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The line slope, derived from the stability length divided by the tangential velocity,
can be defined as the interior time τ . Hence, for a given overdrive degree f , there
appears only one unique value of τ . This characteristic time scale may thus provide
an alternate method to evaluate the oblique detonation instability.

To examine whether the characteristic time τ defined in this study is universal
for different overdrive degrees f , additional simulations are performed. With M = 15,
overdrive degrees become 1.96, 2.16, 2.26 and 2.37, corresponding to θ = 26, 28,
29 and 30◦. For each overdrive degree, we deduce the wedge angle with various M
ranging from 16 to 13, and use these conditions to simulate the oblique detonations.
Simulation results show that with f = 1.96, the disturbance amplifies before the crest.
This brings much uncertainties on the measurement of the instability length. This
demonstrates the instability length may not be a proper parameter for relatively strong
unstable detonations. Nevertheless, other results are shown in table 1. These results
indicate that given the overdrive degrees of 2.16 and 2.26, the stability length is also
found to be proportional to the tangential velocity, suggesting the interior time τ does
exist. However, the interior time τ value becomes approximately 0.70, a little smaller
than 0.73. This demonstrates that the interior time τ defined in this investigation is
not universal, although it is found to be independent on the incident Mach number
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M = 13 M = 14 M = 15 M = 16

f = 2.06 0.735 0.735 0.733 0.732
f = 2.16 0.706 0.705 0.696 0.706
f = 2.26 0.708 0.709 0.706 0.700

TABLE 1. Interior time τ with different f and M.

M. These results suggest more studies are necessary to look for a universal criterion
independent of f .

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a numerical study on unstable surfaces of oblique detonations
using a one-step irreversible reaction model. The detonation polar analysis is used to
determine the overdrive degree f , and the ZND structures of overdriven detonations
are integrated to determine the pre-exponential factor k for the reaction length scale
l1/2 so that the chosen numerical resolution is achieved. This procedure allows the
oblique detonation surfaces to be resolved for all cases at the same level on a
computational domain with fixed number of grids and provides the basis of the
present quantitative analysis. A resolution study as required in any numerical work
is also included in this paper to validate the suitability of the chosen numerical
resolution used for the simulations.

Results obtained from the present simulations show two types of oblique detonations.
One is weakly unstable and is characterized by the existence of a planer surface,
while the other is strongly unstable and characterized by the instant manifestation of
instability which leads to the formation of a cellular structure. Contrary to previous
studies, which suggest that the critical degree of overdrive defining the stability
boundary is approximately 1.8, the present result demonstrates that weakly unstable
detonations may appear even with high overdrive degree, up to 2.37 considered
in this work. This appears to be in accord with general results obtained from
the two-dimensional linear instability analysis of normal cellular detonations in
literature, which show that even at a large degree of overdrive f , higher than the
value corresponding to the 1-D neutral stability of normal pulsating detonation
(f = 1.73), a finite band of transverse disturbances can still be excited to support the
detonation cell formation, as observed in the present investigation. This significant
difference between the present results with the published literature could perhaps be
explained by the initial shape of the oblique detonation, i.e. a curved wave induced
by a straight wedge as simulated in this study or a straight wave attached to a curved
wedge with the result being an irrotational flow downstream (Grismer & Powers
1996). Another possible factor which influences the location of the unstable surface
of the oblique detonation can be explained by the length of the computational domain
to allow sufficient time for the growth of a disturbance before its advection out of
the domain boundary, as well as the low and possibly insufficient resolution used
in previous published results. The results from the resolution study, in the present
work, show that disturbances can be smeared or not captured by inadequate numerical
resolution.

In this work a resolution of 20 grids/l1/2 of the corresponding overdriven detonation
is used throughout which gives relatively better resolution compared with most
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previous studies on oblique detonations, e.g. Li et al. (1994), Choi et al. (2007)
and Verreault et al. (2013). It provides reasonably resolved results as verified
from the resolution study. However, it should not be concluded that this level of
resolution is sufficient for obtaining quantitative values and suitable for all unstable
detonation simulations. For cases with highly irregular detonation cells and for
numerical studies aiming to predict the correct quantitative value of the growth rate,
frequencies, cell spacing, stability boundary, etc., much higher resolutions are likely
to be required (Short & Stewart 1998; Sharpe & Falle 2000a; Sharpe & Quirk 2008;
Taylor, Kasimov & Stewart 2009). In fact, for very unstable detonations with highly
irregular structure, the notion of ‘grids per reaction zone length’, i.e. points/l1/2,
should also be carefully interpreted. Having a sufficient number of points within
the wavelength of a high-frequency unstable mode in highly unstable detonations or,
equivalently, using a sufficient spatial resolution within the fine length scales in the
modelling of the multiscale nature of detonations particularly with detailed chemistry
can be a more influential factor for the accurate computation of the phenomenon
(Powers 2006; Powers & Aslam 2006).

In addition, as shown in the recent study by Romick, Aslam & Powers (2012),
the effect of viscosity and physical diffusion (with length scales comparable with
that of reaction) can influence the location of the neutral stability boundary of
one-dimensional unsteady detonation and its dynamics in the unstable regime. For
two-dimensional unstable cellular detonations with highly irregular frontal structure,
typically in combustible mixtures with large activation energy or low degree of
overdrive, the Euler and Navier–Stokes models can lead to different structures
provided the grid is sufficiently refined in the Navier–Stokes calculations so that
the physical viscosity comes to dominate the numerical viscosity Powers (2006),
Mazaheri, Mahmoudi & Radulescu (2012). It may be of interest to carry over these
findings to the oblique detonation studies, yet an even much higher resolution than 20
grids/hrl is undoubtedly necessary to resolve both diffusion and viscous length scales
apart from that of the chemical reaction in order to capture the correct dynamics of
the phenomenon.

Analysing the present results, a characteristic length of unstable surfaces is defined,
which is found to be proportional to the tangential velocity. Further analysis leads
to the identification of a characteristic interior time τ , which is independent of the
incident Mach numbers at a given fixed overdrive degree f . Additional simulations
show that although there exists one unique interior time τ independent of M for each
overdrive degree, its value changes when the overdrive degree varies. It is also found
that the proposed interior time τ cannot represent a stability parameter for strongly
unstable detonations, demonstrating that more studies are necessary.
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